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equiPMeNt aND MaiNteNaNCe 
top ten Reformer usage questions
by Joe Weiss

Calls frequently come in about adjusting our Reformers. Here are the ten most 
frequently asked questions. 

Q: I received a black rubber piece attached to a metal shaft with my Studio 
Reformer®. It resembles a bottle stopper. What is this? 

A: This is a carriage extension stopper. It drops into the left carriage rail to 
decrease the distance the carriage can travel from its resting point at the foot 
end, to the head end of the reformer. It is most commonly used for clients who 
have a limited range of motion or to stop the carriage from traveling too far for 
whatever reason may be necessary.

Q: When I use my foot plate, it does not feel secure or it wobbles. How can this 
be fixed? 

A: There are two things to check. First, be certain the foot plate bracket bolts 
are tightened. Second, the footbar needs to make proper contact with the 
wood side of the foot plate. The proper footbar placement for the Allegro® is 
the second position on the rail, and second position footbar height. For the 
Studio Reformer® with Revo®, place the footbar at its lowest height.

Q: How do I lay the shoulder rests flat on my Pilates IQ®? 

A: The shoulder rests on the IQ pivot on a single rod with springs attached on 
either side. When the IQ is on the floor and you are facing the shoulder rests, 
push the rests to the left. This releases them from the metal tab holding them 
in place. Then push them downward to lay flat. Reverse the process to position 
them for use. Be sure to insert the locking pin.

Q: How do I adjust my Revo springbar? 

A: Before moving, unhook the ropes from the shoulder rests, or be certain 
there is enough slack in the ropes to accommodate the new distance. Grab the 
small knob on the inner side of the springbar and rotate it upward until it stops. 
Slide the carriage and springbar to the desired location. Then let the springbar 
rotate downward to lock it in place. Be careful not to pinch your fingers. The 
springbar can be moved with or without the springs attached. 
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Q: What is the purpose of the posts mounted on my shoulder brackets? 

A: Hang your straps there when not in use. 

Q: On which side of the frame do I mount my wooden risers? 

A: The risers on all Balanced Body Studio Reformers are mounted on the outside of the frame.

Q: My removable shoulder rests are loose. How do I tighten them? 

A: You can order an inexpensive Shoulder Lock Down kit to tighten them. Call 1-800-PILATES.

Q: What is the round metal bar that comes with the Trapeze Table (Cadillac) or Reformer/Trapeze Combination®? 

A: It is commonly called the push-through connector bar. When the springs are top-loaded, it prevents the push-through 
bar from dangerously swinging in an arc to the outside of the Trapeze Table, when the client is doing exercises which 
cause the push-through bar to go through the uprights. Install it by slightly pulling out one T-pin, sliding the connector 
bar in and then reinserting the T-pin. Repeat on the other side. 

Q: Where do I hook the foot strap on my Allegro® Sport? 

A: The foot strap connects to the wheel bracket. There are two holes in the bracket, either of which can be used to at-
tach the footstrap. You do not have to remove the footbar to use the foot strap. Simply attach and thread underneath the 
footbar.

Q: How do I attach and adjust the length of my ropes on my Reformer? 

A: First hook the loops over the shoulder rests or posts. Run the rope through the pulleys on the risers, back to the car-
riage through the metal loop near the headrest, then through the cam cleat and finally through the last eye loop. Be sure 
the ropes are of equal length before using.


